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Gio 

"Dining in Style"

Housed in the fabulous The Prince George Hotel, Gio is a restaurant that's

synonymous with an immensely enjoyable experience. Chic and

sophisticated, replete with elegant decor and walls donned with beautiful

artwork, the serene and stylish ambiance of this restaurants makes it ideal

for a romantic date or a formal meal. The menu changes seasonally and

features intricately crafted dishes inspired by flavors from across the

world. Intricately crafted and plated to perfection, the food reflects the

restaurants concept of dining in style. Feast on the signature Beef

Carpaccio, Calamari and Pork Belly, that will instantly turn you onto a fan

of the place. To complement your meal, you could call for a succinct glass

of wine or opt for one of the bartender's signature concoctions.

 +1 902 425 1987  giohalifax.com/  jwall@princegeorgehotel.c

om

 1725 Market Street, The

Prince George Hotel, Halifax

NS

 by Stacey Doyle on Unsplash

on Unsplash   

Indochine Banh Mi 

"Tasty Bites"

Indochine Banh Mi is the brainchild of Liz Smith, a self confessed banh mi

lover. Overlooking the Halifax Public Gardens, this lovely eatery opened

its doors in 2010 and has become a popular spot for a quick bite if you are

in a hurry or to relish their delightful Vietnamese sandwiches and pho in

their cozy confines. Their rice noodle bowls, fusion tacos, fusion salads

and bubble teas are also crowd pullers. Everything is prepared on-site

with local ingredients which adds to the freshness of their food. Banh Mi

enthusiasts can dig into their options such as Pork Belly, Lemongrass

Chicken and Pineapple Beef, while vegetarians can enjoy creations like

the Buddha and Veggie Ball. Relish their Korean tacos like Bulgogi Beef or

for a light meal opt for their salad boxes. Take a sip of Mango Bubble Tea

Smoothie and Coconut Bubble Tea Smoothie to round off your meal.

 +1 902 407 1222  www.indochine.ca/  mail@indochine.ca  1551 South Park Street,

Halifax NS
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Edna Restaurant 

"Fusion of Flavors"

Edna Restaurant is one of those places where you walk in expecting a

truly enjoyable experience, and it never fails to surpass your expectations.

Dim-lighting, wood paneled ceiling and walls and an exciting atmosphere

make up the ambiance of this charming restaurant. On the menu are a

variety of scrumptious dishes inspired by global flavors. Designed to suit

the taste of the modern palate and plated to perfection, dining here is

always a delectable affair. Popular for its Seared Duck, gnocchi and

Lobster Frittata, this restaurant will amaze you with its flavorful dishes.

 +1 902 431 5683  ednarestaurant.com/  info@ednarestaurant.com  2053 Gottingen Street,

Halifax NS
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Habaneros Modern Taco Bar 

"Fish Tacos"

Habaneros Modern Taco Bar has a sleek look to it that delves more on the

fun element of the establishment. Its orange bar stools, geometric designs

on the wall, open kitchen, industrial lights and splashes of pastel green,

yellow and orange create a welcoming ambiance. Add to that with

fantastic service, and you will just want to linger on. This Mexican

restaurant is all about creative, chef-driven fare. Their use of ingredients

from local farm and producers bring a freshness to their food. Though

their menu is limited, it offers delectable choices in tacos, burritos, burrito

bowls and quesadillas. Take your pick and garnish them with their

signature sour creams like lime and cilantro, mango and sriracha.

Experience pure bliss when you bite into their delightful dishes.

 +1 902 444 8226  www.habaneros.biz/  habaneros@chefinspired.c

a

 380 Pleasant Street,

Dartmouth NS

 by RobynsWorld   

GECKO BUS 

"Food Worth Waiting For"

GECKO BUS has carved a niche of its own within a short span of hitting

the streets in 2014. Set in a former school bus, this neon green-hued food

truck with its distinct gecko shaped design is a much anticipated sight for

Clayton Park residents. Their innovative Mexican fare is made from

scratch daily and you can catch a glimpse of their creativity in process

through their open-kitchen. Dig into their fresh tacos with fillings like

spiced Fajita chicken, Bombay vegan lentil curry, pulled pork and spiced

ground beef. They also have a choice of sour cream toppings such as lime

and cilantro, and mango. Their burritos and burrito bowls are equally

noteworthy. Their dishes are made as per order to retain its freshness. The

huge line bears testimony to its popularity, so try to come a bit early as

chances are they might run out of stock. Piquant and cheap, your meal at

GECKO BUS is surely worth the wait.

 www.geckobus.com/  info@geckobus.com  225 Chain Lake Drive, Kent Building

Supplies, Bayer Lake, Clayton Park,

Halifax NS
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